ABSTRACT

WEBSITE MAINTANCE SATUAN POLISI PAMONG PRAJA KABUPATEN BANYUMAS

Satuan Polisi pamong praja or more often heard with the term Satpol PP is a government agency in charge of taking control nonyudusial toward the society, apparatus or legal entity who committing an offense on regional regulations. Information about Satpol PP can be obtained through internet services. With the internet various information about activities and various tasks which is conducted can be distributed to the general public. Through the website all that information could easily reachable. But the Satpol PP website has not been operating for a long time like some websites with .go.ig domains belongs to other government agencies in Banyumas. so the mentor direct to do maintance on Satpol PP website. With the implementation PKL/KP can help do maintance website was not used for long time.
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